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Hot Words (hereinafter referred to as hot words) is a universal network 
vocabulary phenomenon, reflecting the widespread concern within a specific period 
of time.Through the hot words rapid identification and orientation tracking, we can 
quickly understand their needs, understand the social dynamics and trends, and more 
efficient and more accurate grasp of public opinion, thereby performing correctly 
guide and publicity. So how to discover hot words will be an important research topic 
on Chinese information processing. 
There are many ways for the detection of hot words, which can be divided into 
two categories in general: detection based on rules and detection based on statistical 
methods. Rule-based method has the advantage with high accuracy, while the 
disadvantage is poor flexibility, and rules is difficult to maintain, furthermore the rule 
is generally related to the field, so the method is of the relatively poor adaptability and 
portability; statistics-based method has the advantage of flexibility, strong portability, 
but the disadvantage is that the need for large-scale pattern training statistics will 
produce a lot of garbage string, what's more, the accuracy rate is not very high. This 
paper presents a method of discovering hot words using both rules and statistical 
method, and we use this method to build a database for searching hot words, 
establishing cluster of hot words on this basis, which speculates means for the future 
vocabulary development, and we complete the classified statistics vocabulary forecast 
in the special direction. 
Firstly, we use the segmentation software to finish the speech segmentation of 
Internet corpus imported, and the candidate phrase is divided into named entity 
phrases and non-named entity phrases in two parts, then we improve the traditional 
algorithm of the Nagao string frequency statistics, and we use this improved 
algorithm to extracte high frequency of repeat string as a candidate corpus. The 
experimental results show that the improved Nagao string frequency statistical 













Secondly, for a non-entity phrase, we divide them into a single string and 
composite string, and filter them using a common degree of candidate strings in five 
words or less, IWP filtration, mutual information filtration, speech filteration, and 
head or tail char filteration, and we propose a garbage string filtering algorithms for a 
variety of combinations of hot words mode. The experimental results show that the 
filtering algorithms on a single string and most of the compound series is effective, 
and we can get an ideal precision and recall rate, what's more, the hot words fits more 
than CAS NLPIR system in line with people's attention preferences. 
Finally, we construct a document feature vector, and propose hierarchical 
clustering algorithm based on mutual information and the plane divided clustering 
algorithm based on TD / IDF's to turn the candidate named entity phrase and 
non-named entity phrase into the clusters of words. Respectively, we calculate the 
weight of each hot word using mutual information and TD / IDF, and all the hot word 
phrases are sorted with the weight of the hot words, and we selected hot words with 
the high weight to build a class, and at the same time we merge hot word phrases with 
the high degree of co-occurrence into one class. The experimental results show that, a 
hierarchical clustering algorithm can get more accurate word group class, but the time 
complexity is too high and the running time is longer than the plane divided clustering 
algorithm; The accuracy of plane divided clustering algorithm to get the word group 
depends on the pre-set word group number. 
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但这种方法由于太多的分类器导致时间复杂度太高。而后 Goh[14]等使用 HMM 模
型先进行分词，然后将字标注标签，用标签标注过的语料库来训练 SVM 模型，
最后对输入的字符串用 SVM 模型标注标签，通过解析标签来获得热词。这种方
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